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Executive Summary

! It is general consent among the planetary science
community that the future planetary science and missions
should focus more on in-situ investigations through
rovers, landers, soft penetrators, and impactors, as
suitable and required to obtain ground truth and
subsurface composition.

! In order to achieve the next-generation in-situ science
objectives in planetary sciences, a strong backing by laboratory
studies is necessary.

! The laboratory studies not only lay down the science basis for
the mission data interpretation, but they also lead to new
instrument and technology development starting from laboratory
scale proof of concepts at Technology Readiness Level zero
(TRL0) to the most optimized and fully space qualified
instrument at TRL9.

! Integrating the lowest TRL instrument concepts will enable a
constant inflow of new mission instruments, some of which will
make to the higher TRL levels. At present we do not have
enough new instruments that have been through this process,
which normally takes 5 to 10 years of incubation and
optimization time.
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Solar System Ices

Primitive Bodies:
! Kuiper Belt Objects (~50 AU)

! Oort Clouds (1000 – 100000 AU)

! Asteroids (~ 3 AU)

Planetary Bodies:
• Planetary Ices (~1 – 40 AU)

• Icy Satellites (5 – 40 AU)

• Jovian & Saturnian Rings (5 – 10
AU)
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Next Generation Planetary Sciences

In-situ explorations at !1.5 AU

Mobile Robotics
Robotic Landers

Human
(not on small bodies)

Centers for Laboratory Studies for Planetary Sciences

(CeLaSPS)

Focused Laboratory Work
TRL-Zero Instrument Development
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Key Goals to Study Icy Primitive Bodies

To understand

! The connection between planetary and
interstellar matter

! Delivery of cometary material
(including water & organics/life) on to
the early Earth and other planetary
bodies

! The lifecycle of a star from dense
molecular clouds through
protoplanetary disk, evolution of a
living star and solar system, and finally
to the stellar death.
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Top 5 Science Questions

1. Composition of comets and asteroids.

2. Differences between regular (short-
term) and eccentric (long-term) comet
compositions.

3. Near-surface composition of the nuclei
before and after perihelion at >3 AU
where the comet coma is
extinguished.

4. Role of silicate/mineral grains.

5. Evolution of organics on comets &
asteroids.
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Top 3 Implementation Points

1. In-situ & cryogenic sample return
missions.

2. Laboratory studies on simulated
asteroid and comet ices,
ice/mineral/organic mixtures.

3. New instruments and technology
development for comet/asteroid
landing, in-situ analysis, and sample
return.
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Composition of Comets

Comets: Water, Organics,
CO2, Silicates/Minerals

Asteroids: Silicates/Minerals,
Organics, Water??
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Composition of Comets

Comet Surface & Interior Composition
!Highly Porous Material
!Density < 1 kg m-3

!Organic-rich water ices
!Near Surface: Amorphous ice?
!Very high thermal inertia
!Surface Temperature <50 K at Aphelion to >200 K at
Perihelion.
!Poor thermal conductor (organics & amorphous ice,
less silicates & minerals)
!Interior: Amorphous or crystalline?
!Effect of solar radiation & cosmic rays – compaction?
!D/H ratio of water & organics – comparison with
interstellar ice grains (Why D/H of comets is lower by
several orders of magnitude?)
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 Composition of Comets

Missions:
Cryogenic Sample Return (<30 K) to preserve the comet
ice composition, including the volatiles.

Instrument Development:
For cryogenic sample return.
For landing on highly porous, low density bodies.
For in-situ analysis of ice/mineral/organic composition.

Laboratory Work:
Determine density, porosity, compaction, thermal
conductivity, radiation processing of “macroscopic”
amorphous ices containing organics, volatiles, and
silicate/mineral grains.
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Short vs. Long Term Comets

Missions:
•Follow comets before “lighting up” and after perihelion
and fading to sample surface and subsurface.
•Repeat this for short-term comets at least twice to
understand comet resurfacing processes.

Instrument Development:
•Comet coma dust/volatile/ice analyzers
•Surface spectroscopy and imaging

Laboratory Work:
Study temperature dependent radiation induced physical
and chemical changes in amorphous ices containing
organics, volatiles, and silicate/mineral grains.
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Role of Silicate/Mineral Grains in Comets

Missions:
•In-situ mineral grain analysis to determine mass fraction
of the mineral grains on the surface and subsurface

Instrument Development:
•Comet coma dust/volatile/ice analyzers
•Surface spectroscopy and imaging
•Comet surface drilling

Laboratory Work:
Simulate amorphous ices with silicate/mineral grains at
varying compositional ratio, determine thermal,
electrical, and radiation induced properties.
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Recommendations: Comets, KBOs, Oort Clouds

Recommendations:

The following aspects need to be addressed in the laboratory in order to understand
the composition, chemistry, and dynamics of comets, especially the short-period
comets.

! Laboratory studies that improve models describing comet nucleus, especially the
short-period ones.

• Laboratory studies that reproduce comet coma and its composition during its
lighting up on its perihelion approach.

• Role of charge generated through radiation bombardment on the surface structure
of the nucleus and the gas-grain properties of the coma.

• Role of high-energy radiation emission (vacuum ultraviolet and X-ray) from
comets.

• Physical properties such as thermal and electrical conductivity of amorphous
water ices with/without volatile impurities such as CO2, C2H6, HCN, CO, CH3OH,
H2CO, C2H2, and CH4, and mineral grains such as silicates, pyroxenes etc.

• Phase transitions between various amorphous and crystalline ices (especially
hexagonal and cubic) of ice.

• Physical and chemical properties of various amorphous ices, including those
derived from radiation processing of crystalline ices.

• Organics and ice chemistry in comets during radiation processing and thermal
cycling.

• Low-temperature outgassing from water ices containing CO, N2, CH4 and C2H6.

• Possible mechanisms to form crystalline surface ices on KBOs.

• Possible causes for the coloration of KBO surfaces.
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Science of Asteroids

Asteroid Surface & Interior Composition
!Mineral/Metal/Rock rich varying porosity
!Varying Density < 1 kg m-3 to > 3 kg m-3

!Does water/ice exist within the low-density asteroids?
!Are asteroids once comets, but later subjected to
heat?
!How organics evolved in Asteroids (PAHs, Amino
Acids etc.)?
! What is the thermal conductivity in various asteroids?
!Effect of solar radiation & cosmic rays
!D/H ratio of organics – comparison with interstellar ice
grains
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 Science of Asteroids

Missions:
Asteroid landers and subsurface sample return missions

Instrument Development:
For cryogenic sample return.
For landing on highly porous, low density bodies.
For in-situ analysis of ice/mineral/organic composition.

Laboratory Work:
Determine density, porosity, thermal conductivity,
radiation processing of “macroscopic” amorphous ices
containing organics, volatiles, and silicate/mineral
grains.
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Recommendations: Asteroids

Recommendations:

! Due to the fact that significant amount of water is expected to be on the two
largest asteroids Vesta and Ceres, but not necessarily positively identified
yet, it is very important to undertake laboratory studies that look at mixtures
of water and mineral rocks and carbonaceous chondrites under simulated
solar wind conditions and identify these materials spectroscopically in the
0.1 – 20 microns region.

! It is also important to develop new instrument techniques such as standoff
fluorescence/Raman spectroscopy to analyze the surface composition at
very high resolution. Laboratory studies in this direction should be strongly
supported.

! Asteroid lander, in-situ analysis, and subsurface sample return missions.
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Ices in the Star-forming Regions

Ewine van Dishoeck, Annu. Rev. Astron. Astrophys. 42, 119-167, 2004

1000 
AU

103 AU            106 AU
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Our Solar System &  A Protostar

Comets from:
KBO Disk (Regular orbits) ~50 AU
Oort Cloud (Eccentric orbit) ~103 – 105 AU
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Nature of  Solar System Ices

Pristine Ices: Never (or seldom) subjected to temperatures >50 K
Interstellar Ices
Oort cloud icy bodies beyond 1000 AU
KBOs (~100 AU)

Slightly Processed Ices: Subjected to temperatures >50 K and <120 K
Trans Uranian icy bodies (~20 AU)

Highly Processed Ices: Subjected to temperatures >120 K
Outer solar system icy bodies (5 - 10 AU)

Physical Conditions:
Amorphous ice at <120 K – broad range of properties
Crystalline ice at >120 K – well defined properties

Effect of Radiation:
Cosmic Rays, Local Magnetospheric Radiation; Solar Wind and Solar

Radiation
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Radiation and Molecules

High-Energy
electron and ion
bombardment
also results in

core-ionization,
Auger process

etc.

Most of the Photochemistry Occurs
below 10 eV
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Radiation and Molecule - Excitation  Processes
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The Chemistry

Laboratory Studies Show
Comets are cooking pots for
Primordial organic chemistry

!Efficient ionization (electron & positive ion
formation) of Organic impurities (PAH probes) in ices
under solar UV radiation.

!Storage of charge (electrons & ions) at low
temperatures (<50 K)

!Oxidation of organics at >120 K
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Origins of Life in Ice?

Delivery of Organics
(Life?)

Through Comet
Impacts?
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The Missing Link
Physics & Chemistry of/in  Ices

Photons/Electrons
Cosmic Rays
Debris/Collisions

Temperature

Raw MaterialRaw Material

HH22O, NHO, NH33, CH, CH33OH, COOH, CO

Building BlocksBuilding Blocks

Atoms, Radicals & IonsAtoms, Radicals & Ions

BiomoleculesBiomolecules

Amino Acids etc.Amino Acids etc.

CryogenicCryogenic

Cosmic IcesCosmic Ices

Radicals,Radicals,

Ions,Ions,

Electrons, &Electrons, &

MoleculesMolecules

Amino Acids,Amino Acids,

Micelles, etc.Micelles, etc.
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Building Blocks of Life created / destroyed in Ice

Dworkin et al. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 98, 815 (2001); Bernstein et al. Nature 416, 401

(2002); Muñoz-Caro et al. Nature 416, 403 (2002)

Amino Acids from VUV-Irradiated

NASA Ames Group (H2O:CH3OH:NH3:HCN = 20:2:1:1)
Leiden Group (H2O:CH3OH:NH3:CO:CO2 = 2:1:1:1:1)

Laser Desorbed
Mass Spectra

Micelles from VUV-Irradiated

H2O:CH3OH:CO:NH3 Ice Residue
(100:50:1:1) [NASA Ames Group]
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The Oigins of Life – Role of Comets

Synthesis, Survival, and Delivery of Biomolecules from Solar System IcesSynthesis, Survival, and Delivery of Biomolecules from Solar System Ices
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The Spectroscopy

Physics & Chemistry
of Ice
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The Spectroscopy

The Spectroscopy
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VUV - FIR Absorption due to Water-Ice

?

0.2 600
Optical Region

S. G. Warren, "Optical constants of ice from the ultraviolet to the microwave," Appl. Opt., 23, 1026-1225, (1984).

Electronic
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The Radiation

The Radiation
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Radiation

High-Energy Radiation (1021 - 10 eV)
Cosmic Rays (90% protons, 9% are helium nuclei - alpha particles, 1% electrons -beta
minus particles), Magnetospheric Electrons, Protons, Ions, !-Rays, X-Rays, Extreme

UV Photons – extreme high energy particles from Galactic Core.

Low-Energy Radiation (<10 eV)
UV-VIS-IR Photons, Slow Electrons, Protons, and Ions

Cosmic Rays Jupiter’s Magnetosphere at
Europa

Electromagnetic
Spectrum
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Penetration of Energetic Particles into Ice
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Secondary Electrons & Bulk Chemistry

High-energy cosmic
rays, electrons and
protons
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Charge Generation, StorageCharge Generation, Storage
and Mobility in Icesand Mobility in Ices
containing Organiccontaining Organic

Impurities such as onImpurities such as on
CometsComets

(electron - ion recombination in ices)(electron - ion recombination in ices)
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V. Storage of Charge (Ions & Electrons) in Ices

Thermal QTRThermal QTR++++ + e + e--  "" QTR QTR++

recombination in icesrecombination in ices

Thermal PYRThermal PYR++ + e + e--  "" PYR PYR

recombination in icesrecombination in ices
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Water-Ices – Some important Data

Gas-phase Ionization Energy of H2O 12.6 eV

Ionization Energy of Amorphous Ices (photoelectric data) 8.7 eV

Band-Gap for Crystalline Cubic Ice 7.8 eV

Autoionization / Ionpair formation in Amorphous Ice 6.5 eV

Electron Affinity of gas-phase single H2O molecule Non-binding
(replusive)

VDE / VBE of e- (H2O)
n
 n!2 Clusters (-EA) -3.30 + 5.73*n -1/3

Electron Affinity of Ices 2 to 3 eV

There is significant uncertainty in these values,
especially for the low-temperature ices
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Electron in Water-clusters

Loosely Attached
Electrons

Surface
Electrons

Electrons
Imbedded in the

Bulk

Cluster SizeCluster Size

Vertical Binding Energy
(VBE = - EA)
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Electron in Water Clusters

Hammer et al. Science 306, 675, 2004

e - (H2O)4 Cluster

Electron density
isosurface  contour at

0.005 AU (atomic units;
not astronomical units!)

~1
0 

Å
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Ionization (Charge Separation) vs. Dissociation

Ionization Dissociation Implications

Charge generation and
separation of electrons
and ions

Bond dissociation -
formation of radicals

Charge accumulation
& Coulomb explosion

Storage of large
amounts of energy (>5
eV)

Storage of small
amount of energy (<5
eV)

Radiation & energy
budget

Charge alignment and
mobility: macroscopic
electrical and magnetic
properties

Surface electricity
Micro-magnetism

Long-range strong
Coulomb forces

Macroscopic
adhesion of ices

Optical properties of
ionized species

Coloration of icy
objects
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I I –– VUV Irradiation Results in High VUV Irradiation Results in High

Ionization YieldsIonization Yields

of Organics (PAHs) in Hof Organics (PAHs) in H22O IcesO Ices
(facile generation & storage of ionized species in ices)(facile generation & storage of ionized species in ices)

Organic Chemistry In Ices
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Water-Ices vs. Rare-gas Solids

In H2O Ice (Ionization >70%)

Gudipati & Allamandola, ApJ 596, L195 (2003)

In Argon Matrix (<15%)
(Impurity driven rates & yields)

A one-to-one ionization of PAH to PAHA one-to-one ionization of PAH to PAH++ in Ice in Ice
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Strong PAH Fluorescence in Water-Ices

>85% photoionization>85% photoionization
Gudipati J. Phys. Chem. A 108, 4412 (2004)

Important forImportant for

Galactic &Galactic &

PlanetaryPlanetary

Astronomy:Astronomy:

Molecules &Molecules &

Atoms alsoAtoms also

fluoresce influoresce in

water-iceswater-ices
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II II –– Reduction of Ionization Energy of Reduction of Ionization Energy of

PAHs in HPAHs in H22O IcesO Ices
(implications to atmospheric chemistry, radiation biology,(implications to atmospheric chemistry, radiation biology,

interstellar chemistry)interstellar chemistry)
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II - Lower Ionization Energies in Water Ices
 I.E. (Gas-Phase) 6.11 eV (203 nm);I.E. (Gas-Phase) 6.11 eV (203 nm); Ionization in HIonization in H22O @ < 4 eV (> 310 nm)O @ < 4 eV (> 310 nm)

Gudipati & Allamandola, ApJ Letters 615 (2004) L177

4.66 eV4.66 eV

4.0 eV4.0 eV
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III III –– Higher Temperature Thermal Higher Temperature Thermal

Stability of Stability of large ionized PAHslarge ionized PAHs

in Hin H22O IcesO Ices

(ion-neutral chemistry in ices)(ion-neutral chemistry in ices)
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III. Thermal Stability of PAH ions in Water-Ices
(A 30 day experiment on the same ice)

Depletion of QTR+ AbsorptionGudipati and Allamandola, ApJL (2006)
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IV - Multiple IonizationIV - Multiple Ionization
(more electrons in ices)(more electrons in ices)
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IV - Multiple Ionization of PAHs in Water-Ices

266 nm Laser266 nm Laser

Ionization (4.66 eV)Ionization (4.66 eV)

Plasma VUVPlasma VUV
121.6 nm H Ly (121.6 nm H Ly (##))

Ionization (10.2 eV)Ionization (10.2 eV)

Gudipati & Allamandola, J. Phys. Chem. (2006)
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V - Charge Storage andV - Charge Storage and
Mobility in IcesMobility in Ices

(electron - ion recombination in ices)(electron - ion recombination in ices)
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V. Storage of Charge (Ions & Electrons) in Ices

Thermal QTRThermal QTR++++ + e + e--  "" QTR QTR++

recombination in icesrecombination in ices

Thermal PYRThermal PYR++ + e + e--  "" PYR PYR

recombination in icesrecombination in ices
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Water-Ice a New Matrix: Surely you aren!t joking!

Q: Is H2O ice another inert matrix
like Ne, Ar, Kr, & N2 matrices?

A: For PAHs YES!
May not be for other species such as
OH, I2, etc.

• Ionized PAHs are indefinitely stored in cryogenic ices
(matrix-isolation).

• Neutral PAHs exhibit very similar spectral properties in
H2O and in Ar matrices.

• Reactions occur only at higher temperatures.

• UV-VIS region optically transparent.

Cryogenic Water-Ice – A New Matrix-Host?
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Insignificant Spectral-Shifts - Non-polar

Gudipati JPCA 108, 4412 (2004)

Crépin & Tramer, Chem. Phys. 272, 227 (2001)

-20 cm-1
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Insignificant Matrix-Shifts - Ionized
4MP•+ (Ar – H2O) = - 255 cm-1
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Insignificant Matrix-Shifts  - Polar
1-Naphthol Fluorescence


